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Care of Chiua and Gla... is injured, every time the "things" are California Academy of Sciences. 

The manufacture of pottery in all its washed the water gets to the interior, swells The proceedings of this Association are 
�ranches of earthenware, china, delfware, the porous clay, and makes the whole fab- regularly published in the Pacific (San 
porcelain, &c., is now denominated the Ce- ric rotten. In this condition they will ab- Francisco,) and they show that its members 
ramic art. This name, which is derived sorb grease; and being made too hot again, are very active, especially among the fishes. 
from the G;eek, signifying burnt clay. was the grease makes the dishes brown and dis- Drs. Trask and Ayres are enriching the sci
originally given to the art of pottery by colored. If an old, ill-used dish be made ence of ichthyology with valuable contribu
the French. Like many other arts ithad its very hot indeed, a teaspoonful of fat will be tions derived from the waters of California. 
rise prior to the known date of its history; seen to exnde from the minute fissures upon PRESERVING TIMBER-To these two gentle
bnt from the period when Jeremiah was its surface. These latter remarks apply men (Drs. Ayres and Trask,) as a committee, 
commanded to "go down to the potter's more particularly to common wares. had been referred the subject of examining 
house," the ceramic art has, till the present In a general way, warm water and a soft a new method of preserving submerged tim
day, been steadily improving, calling to its cloth is all that is required to keep glass in bel' from the attacks of the ship worm.
aid every resource of mechanical and chem- good condition; but water bottles and wine They made a report on the 2nd of April, in 
ical science to co-operate with painting and decanters, in order to keep them bright, must which it is stated that the method was a 
sculpture, till at length it has become {lne be rinsed out with a little muriatic acid, failure. A Mr. Swan had coated a set of 
of the most valuable departments ot'the in- which is the only substauce that will remove "ways" in the ship yard of Neefus and 
dustry of all nations. the fur which collects in them; and this Tichnor with a preparation to resist the at-

When common clay is m'olded into a form acid is far better than ashes, sand, or shot i tacks of the toredo, and it was stated, that 
and baked, it is called earthenware; and it for the ashes and sand scratch the glass, and while other "ways" beside those un
is pretty certain that this was the first step if any shots are left in by accident, the lead coated had fallen before the worm, the pre
iIi the art of pottery. When clay is mixed is poisonous. pared ones were quite sound. This was 
with fiinty earth, and afterwards baked, it Richly cut glass must be cleaned and pol- found to be true only fO,r a little time; the 
forms a semi-transparent mass; and as this ished with a brush like a plate brush, occa- prepared" ways" had but delayed for some 
compound was first known in China, and im- sronally rubbed with chalk; by thid means months the attack of the toredo ; they were 
ported from that country into England, the the Inster and brilliancy are preserved. now being also rapidly destroyed. 
ware thus made re�eived its present familiar SEP'fIMUS PlESSE. This forms a subject of grettt regret to the 
name of" china." A similar compound was London. 

.. �_+ .. 
Committee, as a great many buildings in the 

first made in Europe in .the island of Major- Bra .. Formed by Galvanic Agency. lower part of San Francisco are built on piles 
ca, about 450 years ago. The articles there Copper is more electro.negative than zinc, which they say" must sooner or later yield.' 
made were called porcelana, from the Port- and separates easier from its solutions than A block of buildings fell in March last that 
ugese word, wh'ch interpreted means" cup," a metal less negative. If, then, in order to had been built on. piles_ as a. warning to all 
and hence we have the word " porcelain" obtain a deposit of brass by galvanic means, th� others, the pIles on whIch they rested 
to denote the finer kinds of pottery. we employ a solution containing the two I 

bemg f�und �ored to a honey comb, and had 
Of the various preparatiom used in the component metals, copper and zinc, in the I been dnven m only about twelve months.-' 

ceramic art, and the methods adopted for proportions in which they would form brass A remedy for the attack of the ship worm 

producing the different" wares," it is not there will only be prodnced by the action of would be a grand desideratum for San Fran-
. cisco. withm the province ofthese remarks to make thA battery a deposit of real copper; the 

mention; the preservation of the fragile, zinc, more difficult of reduction, remains in CALIFORNIA BALSAM ApPLE-Dr. Kellogg 
material lifter it is manufactured being the I solution. What must be dom., then, to ob- presented some specimens of this plant.
object now in view. ! tain a simultaneous precipitate of the two "One of the most remarkable features of this 

For a young housekeeper, from uncle or metals in the proportions required, is either I climber is the gigantic fleshy root which shoots 
grandma', as a wedding present, "a set of to retard the precipitation of tue copper, or I its numerous branching angular stems from 
tea things" or "a dinner service" is-as, to accelerate that of the zinc. This may be ten to thirty feet in length. and climb over 
the dream-books �ay-" a good token." On I effected by forming the bath with a great and festoon the shrubs within their reach 
the presumption that 80me of our readers' excess of zinc and very little copper. Dr. with a dense, green, broad, roundish foliage, 
have recehed such a present, we venture a Heeren gives the following proportions as somewhat heart shaped. The claspers or 
few hints that may be useful for preserving having perfectly succeeded:- tendrils by which it clings are many parted, 
glass as well as poroelain. There are to be taken of Sulphate or from one to five. From the intense bit-

The most important thing to do is to of copper 1 part tel' ness of the root it must prove an excel-

"season" either glass or china to sudden Warm water 4 " lent tonic. The seeds abound in oil, which 

'Change of temperature, so that it will remain And then Sulphate of zinc 8 " burns with a clear bright fame, with little 

sound after exposure to sudden heat and Warm water 16 " or no smoke or odor. It is readily obtained 

cold. Now, this is best done by placing the Cyanide of potassium 18 " by simply bruising and pressure. There is 
articles in cold water, which must gradually Warm water 36 " also a pungent acrimony in the larynx and 

be brought to the boiling point, and then al.. Each salt is dissolved in its prescribed throat after chewing the pits, besides a bit

lowed to cool very slowly, taking a whole quantity of water, and the solutions are tel' laxative property." 

day or more to do it. The commoner the -then mixed; thereupon a precipitate is He also exhibited specimens and a draw

m aterials the more care in this Iespect is re- thrown down, which is either dissolved by ing of a new and singular personate leafless 

quired. The very best glass and china is agitation alone, or by the addition of a lit- plant. 

always well seasoned, or •. annealed," as the tIe cyanide of potassium; indeed it does not Also a specimen from the hills of Mission 

manufacturers say, before it is sold. If the much matt�r if the solution be a little Dolores, known as the creeping sunflower

'wares are properly seasoned in this way, I troubled. After the addition of 250 parts a name probably suggested by the habits of 

they may be "washed up " in boiling wa- I 0: distilled water, it is subjected to the ac- the stem. Rising and bowing archwise, it 

ter without fear of fracture, except in frosty I tlOn of two Bunsen elements, charged with hugs the soil, creeping beneath the grass 

weather, when, even with best annealed concentrated nitric acid, mixed with one about a foot from the radiated cluster of 

wares, care must be taken not to place them tenth of oil of vitriol. The bath is to be root leaves, then ascending in a curve a few 

suddenly in too hot water. All china that heated to ebullition, and is introduced into inches from the earth, crowned with a single 

has any gilding upon it must on no account a glass with a foot., in which the two elec- flower; or perhaps also' from the creeping 

be rubbed with a cloth of any kind, but trodes are plunged. The object to be cov- character of the root. 

merely rinsed, first in hot, and afterwards ered is suepended from the positive pole, .. -....... -�--

in cold water, and then left to drain till whilst a plate of brass is attached to the Works on Chemistry. 

dry. If the gilding is very dull, and re- negative pole. The two metallic pieces may MESSRS. EnITORs-I notice in your paper 

quires polishing, it may now and then be be placed very near. of the 28th April, in reply to C. W. C., of 

rubbed with a soft wash-leather and a little 'l'he deposit is rapidly formed if the bath Indiana, you say that" Graham's Chemistry 

dry whiting; but remember this operation be very hot; after a few minutes there is is a most excellent work i" this is true, but 

must not be repeated more than once a year, produced a layer of brass, the thickness of I do not think any but quite an old edition 

otherwise the gold will most certainly be whiQh augments rapidly. Deposits of brass can now be obtained in this country; it is 

rubbed off, and the china spoilt. When the have been obtained in this way on copper, true that in 1852, Blanchard & Lea publish

plates, &c., are put away in the china closet, zinc, brass, and Britannia metal; these met- ed the first part of a new edition, and sta

a piece of paper should be placed between als were previously well pickled. Iron may, ted, in a note appended to the preface, 

each to prevent scratches. Whenever they probably, also be coated in thil! way; but "The concluding portion may be expected 

, "clatter" 'the glaze or painting is sustain- cast iron is but ill adapted for this opel'- for pUblication during the present year 

ing some injury, as the bottom of all ware ation _ [London Mining Journal. (185�) when the whole will be presented in 

has little particles of sand adhering to it, [The above may be a practical receipt, one volume." Knowing the valuable cha

picked up from the oven wherein it was but we have not had all opportunity of test-
racter of the work, I was induced to procure 

i glazed. The china closet should be in it dry ing it yet. We present it as a subject of the first part, and have waited patiently as 

't . I could for th>l second part, but have as yet 
Sl uatlOn, as a damp closet will soon tarnish some importance, as it has been held to be 
the gilding of the best crockery. impossible to electrotype bronzes of any 

been disappointed. Whether this treatment 

In a common dinner service it is a great 
evil to make the plates "t{)O hot," as it in
variably cracks the glaze on the surface, if 
not the plate itself. We all know the re-
suit-it comes apart; "nobody brokt> it," 
" it was cracked before." or "cracked a long 
t.ime ago." The fact is, that when the glaze 

kind. Some of our readers will no doubt 
of the public is honorable, I shall leave to 

soon test the value of Dr. Heeren's receipt. otherB to determine, but I though t some of 
---_of +_� _____ .. your readers might b e  saved trouble and 

To Preserve Hams In Hot 'Weather. disappointment by a knowledge of the facts. 
The best way to preserve hams during hot S.  

weather, is to sew them up in stout cotton Detroit, May 9, 1855. 
bags, cover them with charcoal dust in bar- [We publish the above letter as informa-
rels, and keep them in a dry cool place. tion to th01le who may be desirous of procur-
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ing good works on chemistry. We have been 
placed in the same position as our corres-

I
' I 

pondent, and have given mch information , I 
to those who have made inquiries of us. We 
really hope that Messrs. Blanchard & Lea, I 
will soon issue a complete new edition of II this valuable work. 

Sun pa::i: �:coveries. i I MESSRS. EDITORS-Your correspondent, Mr. ' 
Joseph Fitzpatrick, certainly misconstrues I I my article on daguerreotypes. You very 
ju£tly remark, that I do not claim the discov-

II ery of the camera obscura, for that had been 
discovered, as Mr. F. states, by Baptista Por- ! 
ta, and he might have added, two hundred 

I years ago. But was that camera ever used 
for any practical optical purposes, for taking 

IIII 
daguerreotypes? Sir David Brewster says, 

"that it cannot be used for any optical pur
poses" (page 23, Brewster's Optics,) and 
that neither Mr. Hunt nor Mr. F. understand I I 
the subject correctly, is made self-evident I I 
from the assertion, "and by putting II small , 
lens over the hole, they are rendered much I 
more evident," &�., as it will be found upon 
trial, that by placing any kind of lens either 
before or behind the size hole I took those 
pictures through, that the pictures are not 

made to appear either more sharp or distinct. 
Moreover, it is self-evident from their own 
language, that neither Mr. Fitzpatrick nor 
Mr. Hunt ever took a daguerreotype by the 
means pointed out by me in that article.
From the very fact that they mention lenses 
at all in this connection, it appears that they 
never experimented with holes as small as 
those with which those pictures were taken 
(e�pi!cially those now in possession of Wm. 
H. H. Snelling, of New York). The decla
mation of Mr. Fitzpatrick about giviNg 

" credit where credit is due" is all gratu
itous. 

In conclusion, I may state what I actually 
claim; first, I claim to be the first who ever 
took daguerreotypes without lenses or re
flectors through very small apertures. -Sec
ondly, the first who took stereoscope pictur�s 
by the same means, showing proper and suf
ficient relief, taken at an angle no greater 
than the angle of the optic axis of the hu
man eyes. Thirdly, the first to point out the 
true cause of the distortions noticable in 
pictures taken with lenses larger than the 
human eye. Fourthly, the first to explain 
why stereoscope pictures taken with com
mon cameras placed only 2k inches apart do 
not show proper stereoscope relief. 

JOliN F. MASCHER. 
Philadelphia, May 10th, 1855. 

. ..... 
Bathing the Open Eyes in Cold Water. 

MESSRS. EnITORS.-I observe in the SCIEN
TIFIC AMElUCAN of the 12th inst., an extract 
from Hall's Journal of Health, condemning 
the practice of bathing the open eyes in cold 
water. My personal experience is strongly 
in its favor. I am 67 years of age, fifteen 
years ago I required slightly magnifying 
glasses. and then commenced the practice of 
daily immersing the face and open eyes in 
cold water, for the space of about a miaute. 
My vision has not grown aged since, and I 
now use my first glasses. 

My wife, nine years my junior, and whose 
open eyes have never been in contact with 
cold water, did not require her first specta
cles for six years after mine, but her eyes 
i n  the meantime have grown so aged, that 
my weak glasses are no assistance to her 
vision, and her strong ones obscure my sight. 
We have both had pretty good health-she 

the best. THOS. W. BAKEWELL. 
Cincinnati, 0., 1855. 

......... 
To Ignite Damp l\latches. 

A damp match will light readily by first 
holding it to thi arm or other warm part of 
the body for a few seconds, until it attracts 
a small amount of heat, then rubbing it gent
ly on woolen cloth of close texture, such as 
doe-skin, or what is commonly used for pan
tllloons. It will ignite if the composition is 
almost as soft as putty; woolen cloth is'the 
best to use in that case, as it causes little 
friction, and is a good non-conductor of heat. 

HUGH KEENAN. 
Boston, 1855. 
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